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Tolley's Domestic Gas Installation Practice, Fourth Edition: Gas Service Technology Volume 2Newnes, 2006

	This is the second of three volumes of essential reference for those concerned with the installation and servicing of domestic and industrial gas equipment. This volume deals with the various aspects of installing and servicing domestic appliances and associated equipment.

	

	The revised fourth edition is brought fully up to...
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User Interface Design of Electronic AppliancesCRC Press, 2001


	User Interface Design for Electronic Appliances fills an aching void in the

	literature of user experience. While pundits have been busy rhapsodizing

	about the coming convergence in interactive media, what has actually been

	happening is an explosive divergence in the form and functions of elec-

	tronic devices. Convergence, I...
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A Little Java, A Few PatternsMIT Press, 1997

	Java is a new object-oriented programming language that was developed by Sun Microsystems for programming the Internet and intelligent appliances. In a very short time it has become one of the most widely used programming languages for education as well as commercial applications.Design patterns, which have moved object-oriented programming...
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Smarter Homes: How Technology Will Change Your Home Life (Design Thinking)Apress, 2018

	
		
			Examine the history of smart homes, how technology shapes our lives, and ways you can think about the home when developing new products. This book presents the opportunities in the homespace that will come from understanding the history and multiple players that have contributed to the development of the home in general. ...
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Mastering ZabbixPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to refine and organize your IT monitoring systems using your existing working knowledge of Zabbix. This step-by-step tutorial will help you unleash the full capabilities of the system.


	Overview

	
		Create the perfect monitoring configuration based on your specific needs
	
		Extract...
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Digital Radio Systems on a Chip - A Systems ApproachSpringer, 2001
This book focuses on a specific engineering problem that is and  will continue to be important in the forthcoming information age:  namely, the need for highly integrated radio systems that can be  embedded in wireless devices for various applications, including  portable mobile multimedia wireless communications, wireless  appliances, digital...
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The Digital Consumer Technology Handbook: A Comprehensive Guide to Devices, Standards, Future Directions, and Programmable Logic SolutionsNewnes, 2004

	Studying the history of consumer electronics is nothing short of fascinating. The landscape is filled
	with countless stories of product successes and failures— fickle consumer adoptions, clever marketing
	campaigns that outsmart the best technologies, better packaging winning over better technology,
	and products that are simply...
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IPv6 Core Protocols Implementation (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006
The authoritative reference text on KAME and IPv6!

IPv6 was introduced in 1994 and has been in development at the IETF for over 10 years. It has now reached the deployment stage. KAME, the de-facto open-source reference implementation of the IPv6 standards, played a significant role in the acceptance and the adoption of the IPv6...
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Data Warehousing Fundamentals for IT ProfessionalsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Cutting-edge content and guidance from a data warehousing expert—now expanded to reflect field trends


	Data warehousing has revolutionized the way businesses in a wide variety of industries perform analysis and make strategic decisions. Since the first edition of Data Warehousing Fundamentals, numerous...
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Battery Reference Book, Third EditionNewnes, 2000
Crompton's Battery Reference Book has become the standard reference source for a wide range of professionals and students involved in designing, manufacturing, and specifying products and systems that use batteries. 

This book is unique in providing extensive data on specific battery types, manufacturers and suppliers, as well as...
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CCSP SNPA Official Exam Certification Guide (3rd Edition)Cisco Press, 2006
CCSP SNPA Exam Certification Guide, Third Edition, is an excellent self-study resource for
the CCSP SNPA exam. Passing the exam validates the knowledge and ability to configure,
operate, and manage Cisco PIX 500 Series Security Appliances and Cisco ASA 5500 Series
Adaptive Security Appliances. It is one of several exams required to...
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Image Processing with LabVIEW and IMAQ Vision (National Instruments Virtual Instrumentation Series)Prentice Hall, 2003
The definitive tutorial on desktop image processing with NI's IMAQ Vision
This book brings together everything you need to achieve superior results with PC-based image processing and analysis. Expert Thomas Klinger combines a highly accessible overview of the field's key concepts, tools, and techniques; the first expert introduction to NI's...
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